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ALERT: ‘‘Failure predicted”
Are you prepared?
Protect your company against data loss
Is it possible to express the financial value of the stored information
on the computers and servers in your company? What would happen if
one day that data would not be available?
Disaster. Loss of information, loss of profit, loss of production, cost
of recovery. The average loss is approximately Rs. 84,000/- per event
Did you know that data loss caused by hardware failure occurs 7 times
more often than data loss caused by computer viruses? (*) Companies
use anti-virus software but only few see the benefits of protection
against data loss caused by such failures.
„Higly recommended” –
(Software for avoid data
Loss and hard disk damage)

Of course it is possible to prevent this and make sure the information
is always safe and available. This is exactly the purpose of HD
Protector Software.

HD Protector is the ideal solution for companies and organizations managing sensitive information. It
offers real-time protection against data loss by verifying the actual status of the storage devices attached to
the computers and providing overall system status information, reports and alerts upon problems or issues.
HD Protector saves time and money for your company, helps the work of IT administrators and allows
enough time to prepare for problems before they turn to failures. This gives the possibility to replace
problematic devices (by preventative maintenance) and minimize downtime.
HD Protector incorporates HD Protector Professional and a special Disk Management Tool.

Do not risk data loss; select the highest data protection solution available!

More information: www.hdprotector.co.in

(*): according the independent publication at http://gbr.pepperdine.edu/2010/08/the-cost-of-lost-data/
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Detect Hard Drive Issues before Catastrophe Strikes
The work that you do on your computer is extremely important,
so why leave potential hard drive issues up to fate? By the time
the system starts behaving strangely or making hard disk noises, it
may be too late to save your data! With HD Protector Software,
you'll always have a complete overview of your hard drive's
health, so you can spot potential problems before they result in an
irrecoverable data catastrophe.
HD Protector Software is your key to identifying, monitoring,
testing,

diagnosing,

and

repairing

even with Solid State Drives.

hard

drive problems,

With HD Protector, you can

instantly see reports detailing the total health of your drive,
including temperature, self-monitoring (S.M.A.R.T.) data, transfer
speeds, and more. Any deviation in these factors could be an early
warning sign of impending drive failure!
HD Protector Software also works on hard disks and SSDs that
are being used in external USB or e-SATA enclosures and works
with RAID controllers.
If your data is important, you owe it to yourself to order a
HD Protector Software today!

Boasting the most sensitive disk health rating system ever HD Protector Software will let you know
about potential issues far sooner. You even enjoy the benefit of having automatic and scheduled disk
backup options, which can work quickly to preserve your valuable Data.

It is possible to display a symbol regarding the disk health on the tray icon also. It can be
(perfect, in case of high health value), (poor, in case of low condition) or (acceptable,
between the two thresholds). It is possible to select when the health symbol should be displayed
- for example to display only if the health is too low.

No need to use separate tools to verify internal hard disks, external hard disks, SSDs, RAID arrays
as these are all included in a single software: the award-winning HD Protector Software.
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Key features of HD Protector Software:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Real time hard disk drive (Desktop, Laptop, Server and USB Hard Disk Drives)
Diagnose hard disk issues (Health, Temperature, Performance, SMART Error and Life)
Hard disk tests to reveal and repair (fix) HDD problems
Alerts to predict and avoid Hard Disk Failure
Scheduled and automatic (on-problem) backup functions
Advanced hard disk control and management features
General system information and status

Feedbacks & opinions received from users:
HD Protector is really well-done and meets all the demands concerning Hard Disks. I have recommended HD
Protector Software for all data storage computers.
S.K. Pandey, Airship Forwading
Having used / played around on Windows XP Pro with the one copy of HD Protector which I registered a 2 year ago, I
am very impressed by its capabilities (hard disk monitoring) and stability.
Arun Shukla, La Militaire Academy
I just wanted to express my complete satisfaction about HD Protector. I installed it about 1 year ago and I am very
pleased with the results. It has helped me make cooling modifications to my PC that I hope will extend the life of my
HDs and PC components in general. I have recommended your software product to several of my friends and
colleagues. Well done!
Surendra Dwivedi, Seema Studio
HD Protector is the perfect tool to monitor our IT environment in the network. It helped us to find out possible issues
and we had the opportunity to replace disks and modify the configurations to prevent data loss.
Virendra Singh, Casby Logistics

References
We are proud to assist in the success of our clients. Here are some of our clients who use the software for
to prevent data loss:

Airship Forwarding
(India) Pvt. Ltd.

La Militaire
Academy

SEEMA STUDIO

Casby Logistics
Private Limited

Visit
www.hdprotector.co.in If you have any questions for your company, just write to
help@hdprotector.co.in as then we will be happy to help the optimal solution for data protection.

Care Your Hard Disk
Care Your Data
Care Your Future
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Why choose HD Protector?
-

HD Protector has highest unique compatibility, features, functions and with hard disks, SSDs,
SSHDs (hybrid drives), RAID controllers, internal / external devices / disk enclosures / port multipliers /
backplanes / adapters / docking stations with various connections/interfaces (including both
IDE/PATA/SATA/SCSI/SAS/USB).

-

Alone on the market, HD Protector and its support offers all possible ways to detect and report hard
disk status in all possible cases, even compatible with all major RAID controllers.

-

In contrast, most other tools have no support for most RAID controllers / enclosures / special devices,
for example the devices supported by HD Protector as listed on the Hardware

-

Only HD Protector has today’s most sensitive health detection and error-reporting method. HD
Protector verifies the error counters and actual statistical information reported by the hard disks and
SSDs, to determine and report problems accurately long before they may lead to data loss or failure
HD Protector verifies and interprets self-monitoring information. This gives a very high success
ratio in both displaying real hard disk problems – and also to eliminate false positives.

-

HD Protector has flexible ways to monitor, diagnose, report status on the actual computer or
remotely. HD Protector offers numerous ways for integration, for example by offering detected data
for other third party software / monitoring

-

Alone on the market, HD Protector offers way to adjust or correct the detected information if
required, for example to adjust the detected temperature (if the sensor is not accurate) and/or clear
problems related to past and corrected, for example by replaced cables / power supply.

-

HD Protector has highest possible operating system compatibility: supports all Windows
XP/7/8/10/Vista/Server 2003/2008 and others.

-

As HD Protector does not require any third party libraries or components like
.NET, Java runtime, C/C++ redistributable or so, it is ideal for installation and use, even immediately
after clean system installation.

